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MADISON - Following is a statement from Democratic Party of Wisconsin Chair Martha Laning
on 
Scott Walker’s
announcement for president.

  

“Scott Walker’s record in Wisconsin is one of unprecedented corruption, division, extremism and
a failure to foster economic growth and opportunity.

  

“And now, with wages in Wisconsin stagnant, job growth that’s dead last in the Midwest and
trailing most of the nation, a flagship jobs agency that’s known more for scandal than economic
development, and a $2.2 billion budget deficit created by his failed policies, Scott Walker wants
to take that record nationwide.

  

“It’s clear that Walker’s vision for America is one that fights against the middle class so he can
win for special interests and a select few millionaires and billionaires. This is the same kind of
‘divide and conquer’ strategy that has Wisconsin reeling because Scott Walker has put his
political ambitions ahead of what’s best for Wisconsin.

  

“Scott Walker offers nothing new and nothing fresh; he simply offers to double down on the
same failed economic policies that caused our economy to crater in the first place. But Scott
Walker isn’t just a retread on the economy – his record of extremism on women’s rights,
healthcare, education, and civil rights is unparalleled in modern times and is dangerously out of
touch with what a majority of Americans believe.

  

“Wisconsin knows the real Scott Walker and the damage his brand of failure can do. We’re
confident the rest of the country will recognize Scott Walker for who he really is -- someone who
is unfit to lead.”
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